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May19-June 24

Art practices today are again destabilizing the precarious line that separates art and life. On the one

hand, more artists work directly in the medium of life, orchestrating situations or framing parts of the

everyday. On the other hand, performance artists, earth artists and activists are placed inside a

museum framework and ephemeral occurrences are now collected and reenacted.

Yaffo 23, in cooperation with Mishkanot Sha'ananim and the Jerusalem Season of Culture, invites

artists and the general public to participate in a series of live-art actions that engage the visitors in

orchestrated situations exploring the boundaries between art and the everyday, watching and

participating, freedom and manipulation, intimacy and avoidance. 

Liveart—the common name given to art after the performative turn—puts on center stage the question

of how we live right now, and it follows it in the concrete by staging live events that allow participants

to experience and reflect on their forms of living in the present. Theater and performance, music and

choreography come into an intense dialogue with the tradition of the plastic arts. As part of this

emerging conversations artist today combine the real time of the event with the archival time of the

museum, and offer new ways of relating fact and fiction, the everyday and its reemergence as art.

Liveart abandons the obsessive treatment of objects in order to return to experience in its

concreteness and specificity, usually by framing pieces of life as readymades for the participant-

audience. 



The exhibition will open with a concert and a discussion by artist-musician-writer D.J Spooky on the

relations between art, philosophy and technology. During the first six days of June (1-6 of June), the

exhibition will host “Under the Hill”--a festival of active and cutting edge art in Jerusalem. Each of the

six days will include a daily workshop or lecture on the subjects of the exhibition, and every evening an

artist will mount a unique work with the participation of the visitors. Among the artists invited to stage

events—Saar Székely and Keren Sheffi  will perform a public-social experiment employing a computer

software that issues random requests and order resulting in greater and unexpected complexities,

Maayan theater will stage a docu-reading of the protocols of the economic committee of the keneset

on the distribution of profits from natural gas, Anat Eisenberg will shoot a film in which the audience is

the main character, Yonatan Vinitski will give s lecture/performance on sculptures in the public sphere,

and the Picnic group will close the festival days with an audio-visual happening and party where

everyone is invited to bring their own data and project it on the gallery walls. 

From the June 12th, Art/Life will host A2 Company for a ten day workshop on “The future of death”.

The workshop will include 40 local participants form varied background and interests and will concern

subjects such as weakness and loss. It will conclude with a two day performative event on the 22nd-

23rd of June. 

From June 14th, the Berlin based artist, Claire Waffel, will present her concluding project following a

four months residency in Yaffo 23. 

The artist Hillel Roman will design the public space of the gallery following the work of Austen St.

Barbe Harrison, the original architect of the building who served as the architect for public

commissions during the time of the British mandate to Palestine. Other than the post office building

(where the gallery resides) St. Barbe Harrison also designed Rockefeller Museum, a building inspired

by the arts and crafts movement, the Freemasons, and an orientalist approach. 

Ayala Landau will design the roof-balcony overlooking the old city.



Life/Art Program

Thursday, May 19th, 7pm

Opening 

Hillel Roman designed the gallery of Yaffo 23 as a social space. Ayala Landau designed the roof

balcony overlooking the old city. 

--8pm

Concert for string trio and a digital instrument, D. J. Spooky

Followed by a discussion with Dr. Roy Brand, Jushua Simon, and Mushon Zer-Aviv, as part of the

Mishkanot Sha'ananim Philosophy Festival 

Wednesday, June 1st, 8pm

Dissolving Localities, Hama'abada (The Lab)

A political jam session of concrete music collected from the streets of Jerusalem. Sessions also on

June 2nd, 8pm; and June 3rd, 2pm. 

Thursday, June 2nd, 9pm

The Lottery Saar Székely and Keren Sheffi 

A social experiment in chance, openness, control and receptivity

Friday, June 3rd, 10am

Merce Cunningham Campus--workshops 

Sunday, June 5th, 8pm

Re-public Anat Eisenberg

Shooting a movie in the gallery—the visitors are asked to actualize their role as public and take



responsibility on their appearance. 

8:30pm

No more and no less (two thirds) Yonatan Vinitski with Alon Goren

Lecture-performance following public sculptures in Jerusalem

9:00

The protocol of the Knesset's economic committee on natural gas revenues, Yonatan Levi and

Maayan Theater

A documentary reading performance

Monday, June 5th, 8pm

BYOD—bring your own data Picnic Magazine and Anne De Vries

An evening of shared content. Laptop party, beamers, music and people. Like Facebook but for real. 

Thursday, June 9th and onward for 10 workdays

A2 Company: the future of death

Workshop begins, participants are welcome to register in advance (free of charge but with time

commitment of few hours daily till the performance day) 

Wednesday and Thursday, June 22-23, 8pm

A2—performance 
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